COMMITTEE ON INFRASTRUCTURE
MAY 23, 2018

A meeting of the Committee on Infrastructure was held Wednesday, May 23, 2018, at 7:00 p.m. in the
Aldermanic Chamber.
Alderman-at-Large Michael B. O’Brien, Sr., Chair, presided.
Members of Committee present:

Alderman Tom Lopez, Vice Chair, Arrived after Roll Call
Alderman Jan Schmidt
Alderman Ernest A. Jette
Alderman Ken Gidge

Also in Attendance:

Alderwoman Mary Ann Melizzi-Golja

PUBLIC COMMENT
Peter Schaffer
My name is Peter Schaffer and I live at 15 E Street in Nashua. I am going to talk quickly about the ordinance
prohibiting placement or blowing yard debris in the street. I mean that’s a no-brainer but I have a comment on
it, I read it this afternoon and I sent some of you an e-mail about an hour ago and I couldn’t figure out exactly
who was on the Committee, except from the last minutes, the names were on it. So some of you may have
gotten an e-mail some of you may not have.
I am just going to actually read the e-mail that I wrote because I think it is clearer that way rather than me
rambling a little bit. So I am going to read that a bit so you understand why I wrote this e-mail. I am currently
taking the Nashua City Academy Course and have a question that may be material to this ordinance change.
In the class presentations by the Department of Public Works, I brought up the issue of street and sidewalk
cleaning by the City. It appears that the Department of Public Works cleans the streets, at least main streets
and clean sidewalks near schools and other government service areas as I understand it. I’m not sure if the
Department of Public Works cleans the main street sidewalks or if that is done by Downtown Committee or
something like that. The Director of Public Works, Lisa, I’m not going to pronounce her last name, indicated
that sidewalks and medians are generally not cleaned by the City except as mentioned above and there are
currently no resources in the budget to increase this. In addition the City cannot compel residents to clean their
sidewalks based on New Hampshire law.
I brought this up in class because I have noticed that significant amounts of sand and debris has been
accumulating on the sidewalks and medians. Bushes, vines and small trees are growing where the dirt piles
up at fences, walls and telephone poles. One of my missions has been to clean up some of the dirt and debris
in my neighborhood. So I asked the Director of Public Works if it would be okay for me to push the sand from
the winter sanding into the curb from the median and sidewalks in such a way that the cleaning trucks would
automatically pick up this debris while they are sweeping the streets.
The Director indicated that it would be okay to push the sand into the curb but no trash or branches and such.
So I’ve been doing some of this in my neighborhood. Earlier this morning the sweeping truck came by and
picked up all of the sand at the curb, success, gleefully I noted. But now reading this potential change in the
ordinance this has jeopardized my efforts. It sounds like I could be violating the ordinance depending on how
some might interpret this. Maybe what I have done shouldn’t be allowed, I don’t know. But if what am I doing
is disallowed, I respectfully that the City provide adequate resources to clean up the medians and sidewalks. If
you have any questions?
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Essentially, I think the way this reads, I know what the intention is, people throwing things out into the street.
But when I was talking to Lisa she said you know that sand that they put out there gets dumped on to the
sidewalks and on to the medians and it just stays there because there is no mechanism at the moment to ever
clean that up. And it has actually been there for years and bushes and trees are growing in some areas where
it piles up, because the pollen in the spring comes out and it sits on top of that and then turns into soil some of
it, it gets mixed up. The stuff that actually ends up there is contaminated, it’s not hazardous waste but it is
contaminated.
So it’s not like something that you would pick up and put in your backyard to fill something with. So what I
have done was initially was I got buckets and I was putting it in the buckets and putting into the back of my car
and taking it to the dump and dumping them. But I am in my upper 60’s and it turns out that this is not practical.
So that’s why I asked if I could push some of this stuff into the curb part where they clean it up and that seems
to work. I’m just not sure of the ordinance, the way it is written somebody could interpret that saying I’m
throwing something into the street or whatever. What if there is something, not just sand, what if there is
something else in there and I bump it there without my realizing it. Am I violating the rules? So I am just
asking you to consider the whole thing and how it might be worded. Thank you.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Mr. Schaffer, if I may, it has long been a tradition or custom of the Board of Aldermen that during
the comment period you are entitled to come up and to make your comments, but we are not allowed to ask
you any questions or anything. So I just want to make you aware that it is not that we don’t listen, we hear you,
it is just that by our tradition, we thank you for your comments.
We do have another speaker and I would like to invite Mr. James Cutter to speak.
James Cutter
This is a letter to Alderman O’Brien, the Chair. “Dear Alderman O’Brien, We have a driveway problem
because a city building inspector made an error by approving a building permit for Jim Gilbertson that had
53.57’ feet when the actual dimension was 51’ feet in the Gilbertson deed. When the for sale sign for the
Gilbertsons appeared last August, I expected their fence, etc. would be taken from our driveway. But, the
Gilbertsons have left without thinking about them.
Enclosed is a paper that is half family photos and half deed route of 86 and 88 Palm Street deeds to show how
the old gap could not have been in our driveway since gaps follow the last dimension. The Gilbertson property
has been for sale since August blocking our driveway that averages 7 ½ ‘ feet wide when it is 10’ feet 3”
inches.
And the last paragraph - Please inform James L. and Annette R. Gilbertson who have moved to 145 Page
Road, Litchfield, New Hampshire and Realtor Bobbi Sinyard of the Bean Group, 108 Poneham Road, Amherst,
New Hampshire to remove the fence and metal shed”.
What I am afraid of, our family is afraid of is there will be a lawsuit coming from this. So that’s why we are
asking the Aldermen and this Committee, The Infrastructure, to have a letter sent by somebody here to have
them remove the fence and metal shed. It started off by being a city error by the city building inspector and I
have spoken about this many, many times. I started around 2006 and kept asking around and doing all sorts of
things, researching. So we would really appreciate it if somebody would get some letter or whatever it is to
them, the Gilbertsons and the Realtor, to get the fence and metal shed out of there. We’d really appreciate it.
Thank you very much for your time and all.
Chairman O’Brien
Thank you Mr. Cutter. Is there any other public comment before the Board?
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COMMUNICATIONS
We would like to accept a letter from Mr. Cutter so I make a motion.
MOTION BY ALDERMAN SCHMIDT TO ACCEPT CORRESPONDENCE FROM JAMES B. AND MARY E.
CUTTER AFTER THE AGENDA HAS BEEN PREPARED
MOTION CARRIED
UNFINISHED BUSINESS – None
NEW BUSINESS – RESOLUTIONS
R-18-030
Endorsers: Mayor Jim Donchess
Alderman Ken Gidge
Alderman Linda Harriott-Gathright
Alderman Richard A. Dowd
Alderman Patricia Klee
Alderman-at-Large Brandon Michael Laws
AUTHORIZING THE CONVEYANCE OF A DISCONTINUED PORTION OF AMHERST
STREET
MOTION BY ALDERMAN SCHMIDT TO RECOMMEND FINAL PASSAGE

ON THE QUESTION
Chairman O’Brien
Pursuant to NRO 285-24, 270 Amherst St, LLC, filed a Petition for Street Discontinuance for the portion of
Amherst Street that was formerly part of the “jug handle” which was reconfigured into a full-signalized
intersection. The abutters were notified and a public hearing was duly advertised and held on December 27,
2017. The Board of Aldermen then granted the petition to discontinue on January 9, 2018. This Resolution
deeds that discontinued portion to the petitioner. Corporation Counsel will record the plan and deed upon final
passage, after the petitioner pays the city for the recording fees and transfer tax.
So basically it is almost like a little bit of a housecleaning, we no longer need that land for the jug handle. It
seems that the people at 270 have interest in the property and it will go back on to the taxable and I took the
liberty as you can see on the board up there, that is where the former jug handle was. So therefore, any
discussion on this motion?
MOTION CARRIED
NEW BUSINESS – ORDINANCES – None
TABLED IN COMMITTEE
MOTION BY ALDERMAN SCHMIDT TO TAKE FROM THE TABLE O-18-007
MOTION CARRIED
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O-18-007
Endorsers: Alderwoman Mary Ann Melizzi-Golja
Alderman Patricia Klee
Alderman Tom Lopez
Alderman-at-Large Michael B. O’Brien, Sr.
PROHIBITING PLACING OR BLOWING YARD DEBRIS IN THE STREET
• Also assigned to the BPW; Favorable Recommendation with Amended Language issued 4/26/18
MOTION BY ALDERMAN SCHMIDT TO AMEND O-18-007 BY REPLACING IT WITH THE PROPOSED
AMENDMENT ATTACHED TO THE AGENDA AND PLACED ON OUR DESKS THIS EVENING
ON THE QUESTION
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Just for clarification it is written here as amended but I clarified this last night with Attorney Bolton, nothing gets
amended other than by the Board of Aldermen and this is proposed language. So just so it is very clear in our
records that this is not amended language it is proposed language. I would make a motion to recommend final
passage and then I will speak to the proposed language.
Chairman O’Brien
Alright we will accept it as proposed and we can do that and consider that. Any objection to accept the proposed
amended changes which is fine, it is calling for a vote.
MOTION CARRIED
MOTION BY ALDERWOMAN MELIZZI-GOLJA TO RECOMMEND FINAL PASSAGE WITH PROPOSED
LANGUAGE

ON THE QUESTION
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
I would like to speak to it and I am sure Alderman Jette would too. The original motivation for putting this together
is that over the past 5 or 6 years I have received concerns about people most often just blowing or raking their
leaves in the fall into the streets, resulting in unsafe situations especially when we have rain storms and the leaves
become slick. I spoke with Director Marchant about this on two occasions and she and the people in Code
Enforcement both told me that this is one of the most frequent things they get called about and there is nothing
that they are able to do to address the situation.
Although it is about placing items, yard debris in the roadway, it is actually something that is enforced by the Police
Department. The Police Department has one officer who works specifically with our Code Officers and that is the
person who would be called out and be responsible for enforcing this ordinance as well as other ordinances we
have such as the original ordinance which was about snow being placed in the roadway.
Again, I spoke with Director Marchant as recently as last week and she was like “yeah this something we spend
hours addressing and we have no ability to do anything to respond to concerns when this happens because there
is nothing in any of the ordinances”. I was unable to go to DPW when this had its presentation there. Aldermen
Jette as the liaison to the Board of Public Works went and he got their feedback and then worked with legal to
again come up with proposed language. So what you are being asked to look at tonight is approve and if you
need to add other language or make changes, language that would then go on to the Board of Aldermen at the
next meeting with the language that comes out of here showing up on the agenda as an amendment to the
original ordinance. I will let Alderman Jette speak to some of the conversation they had at DPW.
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Alderman Jette
So first of all, I think procedurally, what we want to do is amend the ordinance and what we have on our desks is
the proposed language.
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
Right we can’t amend anything, all we can do is say this is what we are going to take and then they amend it.
Alderman Jette
No I think the Committee has the right to amend and recommend final passage of the ordinance as amended.
Chairman O’Brien
Well I think we just basically I think if you a question to the Chair, I think if you remember I went back to that and
said note the script basically and we did do that if the Clerk does remember, I said to amend it, to propose I
understand the language difference, the proposed amendment, but I think we already basically did do that. So I
think what is sitting before us it has been the amended version and unless you have something else that needs to
come in for our consideration we could do that. But what is sitting before us seems to be the amended version,
am I correct? And I will ask this question of the author?
Chairwoman Melizzi-Golja
And I think actually I misinterpreted what Alderman Jette was saying. This right now before you is proposed
language, the Committee then has the authority to adopt this and send it to the full Board as the amended
legislation. So you would say we would like this language amended and it would go to the full Board with this as
the amended language.
Chairman O’Brien
Ok well therefore like I say going we will take a step back because there seems to be some unclarity. I would like
to ask the Clerk to go back to the motion here which basically says to accept that the language before us and we
can discuss that, is that in agreement? Ok that is what we were originally trying originally to do.
Alderman Schmidt
Prohibiting the placing and blowing of yard debris in the street?
Chairman O’Brien
No you didn’t get that on that?
Alderman Schmidt
The proposed attached the agenda and placed on our desk this evening is the amended O-18-007 and we are
replacing it with the amendment that you gave us, yes?
Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja
The proposed language to amend it.
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Chairman O’Brien
That is correct. We are following the script. Legal minds have prepared this I am not going to argue with them.
Alderman Jette
I am confused. I think what we want to do is move to amend the original ordinance with the new language.
Chairman O’Brien
Well again, if I may read it this time. There will be a motion, preferably by the Clerk, to: “Amend O-18-007 by
replacing it with the proposed amendment attached to the agenda and placed on our desks this evening.” Is that
the same document that you were talking about?
Alderman Jette
Yes that is the same document and the way that you have put it now I think is right on.
Chairman O’Brien
I’m not going to blame anybody but this is why we follow decorum. So let’s stay to the script and we will get
through this famously. So can the Clerk, again, let’s be clear and make this into the motion please?
MOTION BY ALDERMAN SCHMIDT TO AMEND O-18-007 BY REPLACING IT WITH THE PROPOSED
AMENDMENT ATTACHED TO THE AGENDA AND PLACED ON OUR DESKS THIS EVENING

ON THE QUESTION
Alderman Schmidt
Can I say something about the ordinance itself?
Chairman O’Brien
When we do it, we’ll take the vote and then we will go to discussion on the ordinance.
MOTION CARRIED
Chairman O’Brien
Ok now we can open it for discussion. Motion on the floor is to recommend final passage as amended.
Alderman Schmidt
I would simply like to say that I don’t see sand listed here. I don’t see anything that is normally in the road that
would find its way on to the sidewalk should be a problem at all to putting it back on the roadway. Whereas leaves
are concerned, that is a big problem. I know that a storm will also blow leaves down into the drainage which of
course will flood driveways nearby. I know that a lot of people who come from other areas of the country where
leaves are picked up by the cities if you put them out on the side of the road. I think that could be part of the
problem. So if we do accept this and it does become law, then I think we need to talk about it with the
communities. Thank you.
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Chairman O’Brien
Further discussion on the amended version of O-18-077.
Alderman Jette
So when the original ordinance went before the Board of Public Works the commissioners expressed some
concern. The original ordinance as it stands now, the ordinance that is in the books, talks about throw, push, or
put any snow or ice into or across the right of way of any way, street or lane. They expressed concern about how
when people doing normal clean-up for example pushing snow across the sidewalk into the street and then
picking it up and carrying it off. Now with this amendment to include yard debris and leaves, branches and grass
clippings, they were concerned about people doing a normal clean-up of their leaves where they blow the leaves
across the sidewalk into the street and then there is a vacuum truck that sucks it up and that that would be a
violation of the ordinance. Kind of like what Mr. Schaffer was talking about. So we changed the language to
eliminate across, so pushing it across the sidewalk or across the road or across the right of way isn’t a violation.
It’s depositing it into the street or on to the sidewalk and leaving it there that is the violation.
So we took out “across” and we added this language that “this section shall not apply to the following situations:
where placement has been directed or requested by the Division of Public Works”. So for example, right now the
Board of Public Works as part of the weekly cleanup will pick up grass clippings or leaves that are in bags or
barrels and people leave those bags and barrels in the street for the purpose of their being picked up. So we
didn’t want that to be a violation. So we added that language to eliminate that problem. And I think in Mr.
Schaffer’s situation if the Director of Public of Works has told him to put it in the street, then he is doing it at the
direction of the Division of Public Works and he would be excepted from any violation here. The other part that we
added was “or clean up or collection of material is simultaneously occurring” to take care of the situation where
you hire somebody to clean up your yard and they blow the leaves into the street and then they suck them up, that
type of thing. So after those changes, the Board of Public Works approved this amended language.
Chairman O’Brien
Is there any further discussion? Seeing none, if I may and reading it and interpreting it, I hear Mr. Schaffer’s
concerns but I think when we look at it, part of our snow removal and for enhanced safety we put the sand on the
street, so by Mr. Shaffer’s action taking what sand does inadvertently get on to his property and putting it into the
gutter type of system isn’t taking anything else and I think the issue at hand would be the scheduling of when the
street sweeper was going to come by and how long the particular pile is going to be there. But looking at this, one
could take a look at this whole thing, even with the snow, and say this is like I hate to use the term but we have it
upstate “nanny laws” but this is not a “nanny law”. We do have people that have, in part of the removal of snow,
have placed it in out into the street. And perhaps a street that the plow people have done good work on and now
somebody comes out later in the storm with the snow blower and instead of blowing it properly onto the property,
they have chosen to blow it on to the street, thus increasing the hazards that we have tried to mitigate by having
our plow people. So that’s not being a good neighbor.
The other thing is when you come down to looking at yard and I would have to say you guys did great because it
does clearly say “yard debris including and not limited to leaves, branches and grass clippings”, the common
person would probably put it into the bin and have the City come and collect it. I think what we are after is the
person that for some form of maliciously blows it out on to the street and that is what we are trying to stop here
with this. I do appreciate your questions and everything but I think you guys did come up with a good neighbor
type of ordinance here because what we want is our City to be safe as far as snow removal but also at the same
time to be beautiful and if we have somebody not being a very good neighbor, blowing leaves out in the middle of
the street and then the wind catch them well it will come down to the responsibility of somebody else – well that’s
really not being a good neighbor.
So I think that you did a wonderful job with this. I think it’s good and I will offer my support to it. The only other
thing I would like to say probably not to debate, but just a comment, we did hear something about sidewalks and
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everything and I did come to find out plowing and everything else and I think my two fellow Aldermen over there
and your relationships with the Board of Public Works come to find out in 1890 somebody wrote a law that said we
can’t make people plow sidewalks. I grew up in Boston and you were responsible for maintaining your sidewalk to
make sure of the snow removal, I wish we had that but evidently in ancient times and the wizards of the courts, it
went in and unfortunately that is not the case.
I do recommend and I do hope that people who are able bodied or can afford to have proper removal maintain the
sidewalks. We have a lot of people, particularly in the downtown areas that need to use the sidewalks because of
the heavy traffic that are on the street, so I’ll make that little thing in there as a public relations announcement but it
would enhance, to do what we are trying to do. So I offer my complete support with this.
Alderman Lopez
I have been here for about 10 minutes.
Chairman O’Brien
Yes we do have you Alderman Lopez, welcome. And we do have you recorded.
Alderman Lopez
This ordinance particularly will offer more protection to pedestrians who are walking and have difficulty navigating
in the wintertime because of issues like mobility. Not just people who may be elderly but people who might
mobility restrictions too. Because a lot of neighbors would be willing to move snow out of the way on the sidewalk
as long as when the landlord cleans out their driveway they don’t leave a giant pile of snow for people to climb
over. Additionally, even just foot traffic can keep snow more or less manageable in a lot of smaller snow storm
situations until somebody piles their snow on there. This is going to create an additional challenge for some who
don’t have the square footage in their yard to put snow really anywhere. But I don’t think that the City is
necessarily going to regulate every person who chucks a thing of snow out unless they are becoming a nuisance.
What they are most likely going to do is be approaching companies that were paid to clear out a driveway or
property that are choosing to leave large snow banks in the right of way. So I am hoping that those companies will
make choices to mitigate that and be more conscious of public right of way now that there is a more specific
intention to do so.
Chairman O’Brien
Any further comment? See none, we do have a recommendation from Alderwoman Melizzi-Golja for final
passage.
MOTION CARRIED TO RECOMMEND FINAL PASSAGE AS AMENDED
ADJOURNMENT
MOTION BY ALDERMAN GIDGE TO ADJOURN
MOTION CARRIED
The meeting was declared closed at 7:33 p.m.
Alderman Jan Schmidt
Committee Clerk

